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MRI of Rhabdomyosarcoma and 
Other Soft-Tissue Sarcomas in 
Children

Soft-tissue sarcomas in children comprise a heterogeneous group 
of entities with variable manifestation depending on the age of 
the patient and the location of the tumor. MRI is the modality of 
choice for evaluating musculoskeletal soft-tissue tumors and plays 
a paramount role in both initial diagnosis and assessment of tumor 
response during and after treatment. Conventional MRI sequences, 
such as T1- and T2-weighted imaging, offer morphologic informa-
tion, which is important for localizing the lesion and describing 
anatomic relationships but not accurate for determining its malig-
nant or benign nature and may be limited in differentiating tumor 
response from therapy-related changes. Advanced multiparametric 
MRI offers further functional information that can help with these 
tasks by using different imaging sequences and biomarkers. The 
authors present the role of MRI in rhabdomyosarcoma and other 
soft-tissue sarcomas in children, emphasizing a multiparametric 
approach with focus on the utility and potential added value of 
diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic contrast-enhanced 
MRI in characterization and staging, determination of pretreat-
ment extent, and evaluation of tumor response and recurrence after 
treatment.
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After completing this journal-based SA-CME 
activity, participants will be able to:

	�Describe conventional and multipara-
metric MRI techniques used in children 
with soft-tissue sarcomas.

	�List the most frequent manifestations 
of soft-tissue sarcomas in children at 
conventional and multiparametric MRI.

	�Discuss use of multiparametric MRI 
for diagnosis of soft-tissue sarcomas 
in children, follow-up during and after 
treatment, and evaluation of residual dis-
ease after surgery.

See rsna.org/learning-center-rg.

SA-CME LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Introduction
Soft-tissue sarcomas comprise a diverse group of more than 50 
different histologic tumors of presumed mesenchymal origin, with 
a wide range of biologic and clinical behavior varying from less ag-
gressive to highly malignant (1). Soft-tissue sarcomas are infrequent 
neoplasms, with an annual incidence of around five or six cases per 
100 000, and account for about 1% of all malignant tumors, which 
represents 7% of all pediatric malignancies (1,2).

Soft-tissue sarcomas have variable clinical and imaging manifesta-
tions depending on the age of the patient, the location of the tumor, 
and the content of the tumor. Imaging is necessary at the time of initial 
diagnosis and as part of evaluation of tumor response after treatment.

Owing to its contrast resolution, MRI is the modality of choice 
for evaluation and characterization of soft-tissue sarcomas, which are 
achieved by combining conventional and advanced multiparametric 
MRI (3). Conventional MRI techniques can demonstrate tumor 
composition, extent, compartmental involvement, and relationship 
with other structures for accurate treatment planning before surgery. 
However, conventional techniques remain inadequate for differentia-
tion of malignant from benign lesions owing to overlap in the signal 
intensity characteristics of these tumors and are also limited in as-
sessment of residual or recurrent disease after treatment (3,4).

Traditionally, assessment of tumor response in soft-tissue sarco-
mas has been achieved by using three-dimensional measurements 
(based on the European Pediatric Soft-Tissue Sarcoma Study Group 
[EpSSG] guidelines) and more recently by using one-dimensional 
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of and prognosis for these tumors and posttreat-
ment imaging are also discussed.

MRI Protocol
The MRI protocol is based on a combination of 
anatomic and multiparametric sequences to ad-
equately evaluate soft-tissue sarcomas (4,7). Each 
sequence provides complementary information for 
evaluation of a tumor, including characterization, 
extension, and response assessment after treatment. 
Table 2 shows the protocol used at our institution.

Conventional MRI
Soft-tissue sarcomas do not have a specific MRI 
pattern, showing variable signal intensity on 
T1- and T2-weighted images (4). The appear-
ance with these sequences varies depending on 
the presence of hemorrhage, necrosis, or myxoid 
change (4,8,9). Conventional T1-weighted and 
fluid-sensitive MRI sequences (fat-suppressed 
T2-weighted or short τ inversion-recovery 
[STIR]) are important for identifying and delin-
eating the extent of a tumor.

Soft-tissue sarcomas are usually isointense to 
muscle on T1-weighted images, with variable de-
gree of hyperintensity to muscle on fluid-sensitive 
images (10). Newer fluid-sensitive sequences, 
such as spectral presaturation with inversion 
recovery (SPIR) and Dixon sequences, produce 
more homogeneous suppression of fat and pro-
vide better contrast between fluid and surround-
ing tissues compared with traditional STIR or 
fat-suppressed T2-weighted images (11).

Multiparametric MRI

Diffusion-weighted Imaging.—DWI provides 
quantitative functional information on tumor cel-
lularity, helping in differentiation between benign 
and malignant entities as well as improving MRI 
evaluation of treatment response (3,4,12,13). 
DWI is considered useful in assessing treatment 
response sooner than conventional imaging (4).

Mean apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) val-
ues may help differentiate benign and malignant 
lesions, whereas changes in ADC tumor hetero-
geneity evaluated longitudinally during treatment 
may provide another method of characterizing 
tumor viability. A precondition for such evaluation 
is a uniform repeatable method of analyzing suf-
ficient tumor volume so that all parts of the tumor, 
both necrotic and solid, are included (14,15).

Volumetric determination of tumor ADC 
(ADC histogram analysis) has become more 
reproducible and a better reflector of lesion 
heterogeneity than cross-sectional analysis of a 
single region of interest (ROI), which may cause 
selection bias (16). Whole-lesion ADC histogram 

measurements (based on the Response Evaluation 
Criteria in Solid Tumors [RECIST]). However, 
both of these methods should be used with cau-
tion, as their interobserver and intermethod vari-
ability can result in different treatment options (5).

Multiparametric or functional MRI, which 
includes techniques such as diffusion-weighted im-
aging (DWI), chemical shift imaging, and dynamic 
contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI, can allow more 
accurate characterization of malignancy, assess-
ment of treatment response, and evaluation of 
postsurgical residual or recurrent disease (Table 1).

Multiparametric MRI does not replace 
conventional MRI. It is important to perform a 
combined analysis of the information provided 
by conventional sequences (T1- and T2-weighted 
imaging) together with functional sequences, 
because each may provide some additional value 
in evaluation of a soft-tissue tumor, including 
characterization, determination of extent, and as-
sessment of response during and after treatment 
(4,6). In the future, multiparametric MRI may 
play a paramount role in assessment of tumor 
response and complement the currently used 
measurement-based guidelines.

Histologic findings, which are obtained with 
percutaneous or surgical biopsy, are the reference 
standard for final diagnosis and tumor grading.

In this article, we review the epidemiologic 
features, clinical features, histopathologic find-
ings, and conventional MRI and multiparametric 
MRI characteristics—with emphasis on DWI and 
DCE MRI—of rhabdomyosarcoma and other 
less common soft-tissue sarcomas in children, in-
cluding malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor 
(MPNST), synovial sarcoma, extraosseous Ewing 
sarcoma, infantile fibrosarcoma, epithelioid sar-
coma, and extrarenal rhabdoid tumor. Treatment 

TEACHING POINTS
	� Volumetric determination of tumor ADC (ADC histogram 
analysis) has become more reproducible and a better reflector 
of lesion heterogeneity than cross-sectional analysis of a single 
region of interest (ROI), which may cause selection bias.

	� A type I profile is associated with necrosis or a cystic com-
ponent, type II with benign processes, types III and IV with 
malignancy, and type V with granulation tissue or fibrosis.

	� Soft-tissue sarcomas generally manifest with fast enhance-
ment and higher slopes of arterial enhancement than benign 
lesions, although this pattern is not entirely specific and has 
to be evaluated together with results from DWI and anatomic 
sequences.

	� Whole-lesion ADC histogram analysis of embryonal rhabdo-
myosarcoma does not usually demonstrate restriction as a 
consequence of internal necrosis and myxoid component.

	� At MRI, triple signal intensity in a soft-tissue mass has been 
described as a highly suggestive sign of synovial sarcoma.
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It is highly recommended that one perform a 
temporal resolution acquisition of less than 5 sec-
onds for 4–5 minutes (4,19,20), called TRICKS 
(time-resolved imaging of contrast kinetics) or 
TRAK (time-resolved MR angiography with key-
hole), depending on the vendor. Analysis of DCE 
MRI data can be performed by using a variety of 
postprocessing techniques and creating time-
intensity curves (TICs) from an ROI (21).

A qualitative analysis approach relies on TICs 
or the curve profile. Studying the pattern of en-
hancement over time with a TIC is not only use-
ful for diagnosis but also helpful for treatment, as 
it offers information on the vascular pharmacoki-
netics of soft-tissue sarcomas (19).

There are different classifications of TIC pro-
files. van Rijswijk et al (22) described five types 
of curve profiles in synovial sarcoma; these can 
be extrapolated to other soft-tissue tumors (Fig 
1). A type I curve shows lack of enhancement, 
resulting in a horizontal curve; type II shows pro-
gressive enhancement; type III shows a delayed 
plateau; type IV shows delayed washout; and type 

analysis has been used to distinguish benign from 
malignant neoplasms in different organs and is 
reported to allow differentiation of tumor grades 
and prediction of therapeutic response in patients 
with different types of tumors (16,17).

With regard to predicting therapeutic re-
sponse, ADC histogram analysis has to be per-
formed before, during, and after treatment. Tu-
mor response assessment needs to be correlated 
with the displacement of the histogram through 
the x axis. Good treatment response increases the 
ADC of the tumor; thus, there is displacement of 
the histogram to the right of the graph. However, 
in cases where the tumor is not responding, there 
is overlap or no displacement of the histogram 
through the x axis of the graph (17,18).

Perfusion MRI.—Perfusion MRI comprises both 
sequences that do not require use of intravenous 
contrast material, such as DWI, and sequences 
that are performed after intravenous administra-
tion of contrast material, such as DCE MRI, 
which is currently the most used technique.

Table 2: MRI Protocol for Study of Soft-Tissue Sarcomas with a 3.0-T Imaging Unit

Sequence
No. of 

Sections
FOV 
(mm)

Voxel Size 
(mm)

Section 
Thickness/
Gap (mm)

TR/ TE 
(msec) NSA

Flip Angle 
(degrees)

TA 
(min:sec)

Coronal T2W Dixon 52 320 0.6 3 0.7 1.5/0 3300/60 1.0 90 2:34
Coronal T1W TSE 52 320 0.8 3 0.8 1.5/0 700/10 1.0 90 3:03
Sagittal T2W Dixon 52 300 0.6 3 0.7 1.5/0 3200/60 1.0 90 2:38
Sagittal T2W FFE 52 300 0.6 3 0.7 1.5/0 575/12 1.0 20 1:57
Axial T2W Dixon 60 120 0.6 3 0.7 3.0/0 3600/60 1.5 90 2:48
Axial T1W TSE 60 120 0.5 3 0.6 3.0/0 700/10 1.0 90 2:09
Axial DWI* 60 120 1.1 3 1.1 3.0/0 9000/78 2.0 90 4:06
THRIVE T1W TFE 75† 300 1.5 3 1.5 1.5/0 4/2 1.0 10 5:08
Sagittal T1W FS + CE 52 300 0.8 3 0.8 1.5/0 600/10 1.0 90 2:19
Axial T1W FS + CE 60 120 0.5 3 0.6 3.0/0 700/10 1.0 90 3:28

Note.—CE = contrast-enhanced, FFE = fast field echo, FOV = field of view, FS = fat-suppressed, NSA = num-
ber of signals acquired, TA = acquisition time, TE = echo time, TFE = turbo field echo, THRIVE = T1-weighted 
high-resolution isotropic volume examination, T1W = T1-weighted, TR = repetition time, TSE = turbo spin-
echo, T2W = T2-weighted.
*b value = 0, 500, and 800 sec/mm2.
†Thirty series after administration of contrast material.

Table 1: Multiparametric MRI Techniques and Type of Infor-
mation Provided

Multiparametric MRI Technique Type of Information Provided

DWI Cellularity
DCE imaging Vascularization
Chemical shift imaging Fat
MR spectroscopy Metabolism
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V shows rapid initial enhancement followed by 
sustained late enhancement. A type I profile is 
associated with necrosis or a cystic component, 
type II with benign processes, types III and IV 
with malignancy, and type V with granulation tis-
sue or fibrosis (22).

The slope of these curves indirectly reflects 
changes in tumor vascularization and therefore 
indicates the viability of the tumor. Curves with a 
steeper slope are seen in the vascularized portion, 
whereas a gradual slope is typical in an area of 
granulation tissue or fibrosis. DCE MRI helps in 
differentiation between regions of necrosis, viable 
tumor, granulation tissue or fibrosis, and blood 
vessels, as they manifest with different types of 
TICs (21).

Some benign tumors in the soft tissues may 
show features at conventional MRI that are indis-
tinguishable from those of a sarcoma. In this set-
ting, DCE MRI may reveal a type II curve profile 
with progressive enhancement, which may suggest 
a benign nature (Fig 2). Soft-tissue sarcomas gen-
erally manifest with fast enhancement and higher 
slopes of arterial enhancement than benign le-
sions, although this pattern is not entirely specific 
and has to be evaluated together with results from 
DWI and anatomic sequences (20,22).

TIC shape analysis does not provide absolute 
measurements and it is partly dependent on the 
protocol chosen. The length of the DCE MRI 
acquisition, the time resolution, and the imaging 
parameters (repetition time, flip angle) may all af-
fect the final shape of the curve (21,22).

After completion of the DCE MRI study, it is 
recommended that a delayed contrast-enhanced 
fat-suppressed T1-weighted sequence be per-
formed, which is one of the key components in 
differentiating solid tumors from cysts, delineat-
ing the margins of the mass, and estimating the 
amount of tumor necrosis (4).

Combination of anatomic sequences (T1-
weighted, T2-weighted, and delayed contrast-
enhanced) together with functional MRI (DWI 
and DCE imaging) provides detailed information 
on soft-tissue sarcomas at presentation and for 
assessment of treatment response (Table 3).

Soft-Tissue Sarcomas in Children

Rhabdomyosarcoma
Rhabdomyosarcoma is an aggressive tumor that 
can arise in almost any part of the body, with 
the exception of bone, and is thought to develop 
from primitive mesenchymal cells, most likely 
linked to skeletal muscle embryogenesis (23).

The imaging features are diverse owing to its 
different histologic subtypes, primary sites, and 
ages of presentation (24).

Rhabdomyosarcoma is the most common 
soft-tissue sarcoma in children and accounts for 
4.5% of all pediatric malignancies (2). The an-
nual incidence in the United States is four to five 
cases per million in children and adults younger 
than 20 years (2,24). Overall, it is the fourth most 
frequent solid tumor in childhood and the third 
most common pediatric extracranial solid tumor 
after neuroblastoma and Wilms tumor (2,24).

Rhabdomyosarcoma often develops in early 
childhood, with a median age at diagnosis of 5 
years (2). There are three major histologic types: 
(a) embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma, which ac-
counts for approximately 75% of cases; (b) alveolar 
rhabdomyosarcoma, which accounts for 20% of 
cases; and (c) pleomorphic rhabdomyosarcoma, 
which accounts for approximately 5% of cases 
and is exclusive to the adult population. Features 
of these types of rhabdomyosarcoma are given in 
Table 4 (23).

Genetic conditions associated with rhabdomyo-
sarcoma include Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, 
Li-Fraumeni syndrome, pleuropulmonary blas-
toma, and some RASopathies, which are syn-
dromes caused by germline mutations in genes that 
encode components or regulators of RAS genes. 
These disorders include, among other entities, neu-
rofibromatosis type 1 (NF1), Costello syndrome, 
and Noonan syndrome (25,26). There is also a 
higher incidence of rhabdomyosarcoma in patients 
with retinoblastoma treated with radiation (27).

Rhabdomyosarcomas are locally aggressive 
secondary to their rapid growth. Affected children 
may also present with signs of compression or mass 
effect on surrounding structures, as rhabdomyosar-

Figure 1. TIC profiles from DCE MRI. Type I is associated with necrosis. Type II has typically been associated with benign conditions. 
Types III and IV have been linked to malignancy. Type V is associated with granulation tissue or fibrosis. (Adapted and reprinted, with 
permission, from reference 21.)
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comas tend to involve the neurovascular bundle and 
have a predilection for bone infiltration (23,24).

Embryonal Rhabdomyosarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—The head and neck 
are the most common sites of involvement of this 
tumor type, accounting for 50% of all rhabdomyo-
sarcomas (Table 5). The tumors can be para-
meningeal (50%), nonparameningeal (20%), or 
periorbital (25%) in location (24,28). Paramenin-

geal rhabdomyosarcoma has the worst prognosis 
among the head and neck rhabdomyosarcomas, 
with 50% long-term survival.

The second most common location for this type 
of rhabdomyosarcoma is the genitourinary system 
(24). The botryoid variant is the most common 
variant of embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma arising 
in the pediatric genitourinary tract, including the 
bladder, prostate, and vagina. The name refers to 
the gross appearance, which resembles a bunch of 
grapes (botryoid in Greek) (29).

Figure 2. Myofibroma involving the right thigh in a newborn. (a) Axial fat-suppressed T2-weighted image shows a heterogeneously 
hyperintense and lobulated mass (arrow) in the right vastus lateralis muscle. The mass has a central hyperintense area (*), which 
may represent necrosis. (b, c) Axial diffusion-weighted image (b) and corresponding ADC image (c) show restricted diffusion at the 
periphery of the mass (arrow) and T2 shine-through in the central area (*). (d) Left: DCE image shows heterogeneous enhancement 
of the mass (arrow). Right: Graph shows a type II TIC profile (arrow), which is usually seen in benign processes.
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Botryoid rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary tree 
is the most common malignant tumor of the bili-
ary tract in children (30,31).

Clinical Features.—Clinical features are diverse 
and depend on the location of origin. Tumors 
arising in the head and neck usually manifest as 
proptosis, ophthalmoplegia, cranial nerve palsy, or 
meningeal symptoms (28).

Tumors arising in the urinary tract usually mani-
fest as hematuria owing to intraluminal growth, 
whereas tumors involving the prostate or vagina 
tend to show signs and symptoms secondary to 
compression of surrounding structures (5,29).

Botryoid rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary 
tree manifests as jaundice, pruritus, or abdominal 
distention (30,31).

The retroperitoneum and paratesticular region 
are other common sites of involvement by embry-
onal rhabdomyosarcoma. Retroperitoneal tumors 
typically manifest as an incidental abdominal 
mass, whereas paratesticular tumors tend to mani-
fest as swelling of the scrotum or a well-defined 
solid mass in the scrotum, with variable degree of 
involvement of the testis (Fig 3) (32).

Histopathologic Findings.—Embryonal rhabdo-
myosarcoma arises from undifferentiated mes-
enchyme, which displays features of embryonic 
skeletal myogenesis. It is composed of primitive 
poorly differentiated mesenchymal cells with 
different patterns (23,32). Nuclear expression 

of MyoD1 and myogenin is characteristic and 
highly specific for rhabdomyosarcoma.

Conventional MRI Findings.—Embryonal rhab-
domyosarcoma in the neck is typically a large 
and heterogeneous mass associated with regional 
lymphadenopathy (Fig 4). The mass is typically 
iso- to hyperintense to muscle on T1-weighted im-
ages and heterogeneously hyperintense to muscle 
on T2-weighted images owing to hemorrhage or 
necrosis (5) (Table 6). It shows inhomogeneous en-
hancement after contrast material injection (5,24).

Parameningeal rhabdomyosarcoma often 
manifests as a heterogeneous mass, with solid 
components alternating with large areas of 
fluid signal intensity that are hyperintense on 
T2-weighted images (33). The heterogeneity is 
secondary to internal necrosis or myxoid compo-
nent, which correlates with high signal intensity 
on T2-weighted images and lack of restricted dif-
fusion (34). These tumors need further imaging 
evaluation of the whole spine to exclude lepto-
meningeal involvement, although metastases are 
more frequent in the lung and bone (35).

Paratesticular tumors are isointense to the tes-
ticle on T1-weighted images and heterogeneously 
hyperintense to the testicle on T2-weighted 
images, with heterogeneous enhancement after 
contrast material administration (29,36).

Tumors arising in the genitourinary system 
have the same MRI features on T1- and T2-
weighted images as other rhabdomyosarcomas. 

Table 3: Qualitative MRI Features of Biologic Processes Involved in Soft-Tissue Sarcomas

Biologic Process

MRI Appearance

T2W T1W FS + CE Diffusion Restriction ADC Type of DCE Curve Profile

Viable tumor Isointense Hyperintense Increased Decreased III, IV

Granulation tissue Hyperintense Hyperintense Increased Increased II, V
Fibrosis Hypointense Hypointense Increased Increased II, V
Necrosis Hyperintense Hypointense Increased Increased I

Note.—CE = contrast-enhanced, FS = fat-suppressed, T1W = T1-weighted, T2W = T2-weighted.

Table 4: Clinical Features of Histologic Types of Rhabdomyosarcoma

Histologic Type 
and Subtype

Prevalence 
(%) Age Group Prognosis Location

Embryonal
 Spindle cell 50–70 <10 y Good Paratesticular, head and neck, retroperitoneum

 Botryoid 50–70 <10 y Good Bladder, prostate, vagina, biliary tree

Alveolar 20 Infancy or adolescence Poor Extremities, trunk
Pleomorphic 5–10 Adults (>40 y) Poor Extremities (commonly thigh)
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Table 5: Differential Diagnosis of Soft-Tissue Sarcomas in Children

Sarcoma Type 
and Subtype Location

Epidemiologic 
Features

Pathologic or Molecular 
Biology Features Key Imaging Features Treatment

Embryonal 
rhabdomyo-
sarcoma

  Spindle  
  cell

Head and 
neck

50% of all rhabdo-
myosarcomas

50% paramenin-
geal, 20% non-
parameningeal, 
25% periorbital

MyoD1
Myogenin

Large mass in neck 
with internal ne-
crosis

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery ± 
RT

Retroperito-
neum, para-
testicular

<10 y of age at 
presentation

MyoD1
Myogenin

High ADC due to 
necrosis and myxoid 
component

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery

  Botryoid Bladder, pros-
tate, vagina, 
biliary tree

<10 y of age at 
presentation

MyoD1
Myogenin

Large mass with lob-
ules and necrosis

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery ± 
RT

Alveolar rhabdo-
myosarcoma

Extremities, 
trunk

Presentation in 
infancy or ado-
lescence

MyoD1
PAX3-FOXO1 or 

PAX7-FOXO1 fusion

Small foci of internal 
necrosis

Bone involvement in 
25%

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery ± 
RT

MPNST Extremities Related to NF1 in 
40%

S100 positivity in 50% 
of tumors

Intratumor necrosis
Peritumor edema
Peripheral enhancement

Surgery ± che-
motherapy 
± RT

Synovial sar-
coma

Lower 
extrem-
ity around 
knee

Second most com-
mon soft-tissue 
sarcoma

Less than 5% arise 
from synovium

Monophasic or biphasic
Focal expression to 

epithelial markers

“Triple signal inten-
sity” sign

Calcification in 30% of 
patients

5% may mimic benign 
lesion

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery

Extraosseous 
Ewing sar-
coma

Lower ex-
tremity

20 mo to 30 y of 
age at presenta-
tion

Small round blue cells
CD99 and FLI-1 

positivity
t(11;22)(q24;q12)

High-flow vascular 
channels with all 
sequences

Microcystic appear-
ance on T2-weighted 
images

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery ± 
RT

Infantile fibro-
sarcoma

Extremities Mean age of pre-
sentation 3 mo

Present at birth in 
40%

Spindle-shaped cells
t(12;15)(p13;q25)
ETV6-NTRK3 onco-

protein

Nonspecific
Large mass with bone 

erosion
Calcification in 35% of 

cases

Surgery ± che-
motherapy

Epithelioid 
sarcoma

Hand, wrist 10–35 y of age at 
presentation

Large epithelioid or 
spindle cells

Epithelial markers
Loss of INI1 expression

Solid nodule surround-
ing tendon sheaths 
with avid enhance-
ment

Surgery ± RT

Extrarenal rhab-
doid tumor

Trunk, medi-
astinum

Presentation dur-
ing 1st year of 
life

Rhabdoid cells
Loss of INI1 expression

Large heterogeneous 
mass with central 
necrosis

Chemotherapy 
+ surgery + 
RT

Note.—MPNST = malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, NF1 = neurofibromatosis type 1, RT = radiation therapy.

There is a variable degree of enhancement after 
intravenous contrast material administration 
depending on the size of the tumor, as internal 
vascularization decreases with tumor growth ow-
ing to internal necrosis (Fig 5) (37).

Botryoid rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary tree 
may be difficult to distinguish from other hepatic 
masses—such as hepatoblastoma and undifferen-
tiated embryonal sarcoma—owing to its large size 

at presentation (37) (Fig 6). The key imaging fea-
ture in this sarcoma is origin in and involvement 
of the biliary tree. At conventional MRI, these 
tumors are isointense to the liver on T1-weighted 
images and heterogeneously hyperintense to the 
liver on T2-weighted images, with central areas 
of necrosis that appear as heterogeneous areas 
of high T2 signal intensity with no enhancement 
after contrast material administration (30).
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Figure 3. Paratesticular embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma involving the left hemiscrotum in a 4-year-old boy.  
(a) Sagittal T2-weighted image shows a heterogeneously hyperintense intrascrotal round lesion (*) with no clear 
plane of separation (arrow) from the adjacent testicle (T). B = bladder. (b) Axial T1-weighted image shows that 
the mass (*) is predominantly isointense to muscle, although it contains small hyperintense foci (arrow), which 
may represent hemorrhage. (c) Left: Image from volumetric determination of ADC shows a tumor volume of 6 
mL with ADC of 1.5 3 10−3 mm2/sec. Right: The ADC histogram is high and sharp. (d) Photograph of the surgi-
cal specimen shows a yellowish tumor (*) with abundant myxoid component, which correlates with high ADC. 
The spermatic cord is dark (arrow) owing to postsurgical hemorrhage. T = testis.

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—Owing to 
its high cellularity, embryonal rhabdomyosar-
coma usually shows restricted diffusion, which 
correlates with low ADC (34). Whole-lesion 
ADC histogram analysis along with DCE MRI 
assessment before and after treatment offer a 
quantitative interpretation of tumor response 
(19,22).

TICs performed in solid areas correlate with 
type III and IV curve profiles at DCE MRI, 
whereas curves performed in areas of hyper-
intensity on T2-weighted images show a type 
I curve profile, indicating necrosis or myxoid 
component (13,18,21,22). After surgery, re-
sidual tumor may exhibit type III and IV curve 
profiles, whereas granulation tissue and fibrosis 
show type II and V curve profiles.

At DWI, paratesticular tumor does not show 
restricted diffusion owing to its myxoid compo-
nent, which correlates with the heterogeneous hy-
perintensity on T2-weighted images (13,18,34). 
Whole-lesion ADC histogram analysis of embry-
onal rhabdomyosarcoma does not usually dem-
onstrate restriction as a consequence of internal 
necrosis and myxoid component.

Treatment.—Treatment of embryonal rhab-
domyosarcoma depends on the subtype and 
anatomic location but is mainly based on a 
combination of chemotherapy drugs. Surgery 
and radiation therapy may be indicated on a 
case-by-case basis, depending on tumor location 
and stage (38). This plan has been proposed by 
the Children's Oncology Group (COG) in the 
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Figure 4. Embryonal rhabdo-
myosarcoma involving the para-
pharyngeal space in a 7-year-old 
boy. (a) Axial T2-weighted image 
shows a heterogeneously hyper-
intense lobulated mass (arrow) in 
the right parapharyngeal space. 
(b) Axial T2-weighted image 1 
month after treatment shows 
decrease in size of the mass (ar-
row). (c) Images from volumetric 
determination of ADC show initial 
tumor volume of 33 mL (left) and 
volume after 1 month of treatment 
of 18 mL (right). (d) Graphs from 
volumetric determination of ADC 
before treatment show ADC of 
0.77 3 10−3 mm2/sec with a high 
and sharp ADC histogram (large 
arrow). The ADC after one cycle 
of chemotherapy was 1.09 3 10−3 
mm2/sec with a corresponding 
short and wide ADC histogram 
with rightward shift (small arrow).
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Table 6: MRI Features of Soft-Tissue Sarcomas in Children

Sarcoma Type 
and Subtype Location

MRI Appearance

T1W T2W T1W FS + CE DWI Diffusion
DCE Curve 

Profiles

Embryonal 
rhabdomyo-
sarcoma

  Spindle  
  cell

Head and 
neck

Iso- to hyperin-
tense to muscle

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense to 
muscle owing 
to necrosis or 
hemorrhage

Heterogeneous 
enhancement 
due to necrosis

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in ar-
eas of necrosis 
or hemorrhage

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Retroperito-
neum

Predominantly 
hypointense to 
muscle owing 
to necrosis

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense to 
muscle owing 
to necrosis or 
hemorrhage

Heterogeneous 
enhancement 
due to necrosis

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in ar-
eas of necrosis 
or hemorrhage

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Paratesticu-
lar

Isointense to 
testicle

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense to 
testicle

Heterogeneous 
enhancement

No restriction ow-
ing to necrosis 
or myxoid 
component

Type III or IV

  Botryoid Bladder, 
prostate, 
vagina, 
biliary tree

Iso- to hyperin-
tense to muscle

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense to 
muscle owing 
to necrosis or 
hemorrhage

Internal vas-
cularization 
decreases with 
tumor growth 
owing to inter-
nal necrosis

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in ar-
eas of necrosis 
or hemorrhage

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Alveolar rhab-
domyosar-
coma

Extremities, 
trunk

Iso- to hyperin-
tense to muscle

Erosions

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense to 
muscle

Fascial involve-
ment

Heterogeneous 
enhancement

Restricted Type III or IV

MPNST Extremities Isointense to 
muscle

Perilesion edema-
like zone and 
intratumor 
necrosis

Peripheral 
enhancement 
pattern

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in ar-
eas of necrosis 
or hemorrhage

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Synovial sar-
coma

Lower 
extrem-
ity around 
knee

Heterogeneous 
internal signal 
intensity

Heterogeneous 
internal signal 
intensity

“Triple signal 
intensity” sign

Heterogeneous 
enhancement 
due to internal 
necrosis, 
hemorrhage, 
calcification, 
and cystic areas

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in ar-
eas of necrosis 
or hemorrhage

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Extraosse-
ous Ewing 
sarcoma

Lower ex-
tremity

Hypo- to isoin-
tense

High signal 
intensity

Microcystic ap-
pearance

Heterogeneous 
enhancement 
with internal 
foci of necrosis

Restricted Type III or IV

Infantile fibro-
sarcoma

Extremities Hypo- to isoin-
tense

Cortical thicken-
ing, bending 
deformities, 
and erosions

Hyperintense Heterogeneous 
enhancement

Restricted owing 
to high cel-
lularity

Type III or IV

Epithelioid 
sarcoma

Hand, wrist Homogeneously 
isointense

Homogeneously 
hyperintense

Homogeneous 
enhancement

Restricted owing 
to high cel-
lularity

Type III or IV

Extrarenal 
rhabdoid 
tumor

Trunk, medi-
astinum

Hypo- to isoin-
tense

Heterogeneously 
hyperintense

Heterogeneous 
and peripheral 
enhancement 
due to necrosis

Restricted in 
solid areas; no 
restriction in 
necrotic areas

Type III or 
IV in solid 
areas; type I 
in necrotic 
areas

Note.—CE = contrast-enhanced, FS = fat-suppressed, MPNST = malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumor, T1W = T1-
weighted, T2W = T2-weighted.
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United States and the more recently founded 
European Pediatric Soft Tissue Sarcoma Study 
Group (EpSSG) in Europe (5,38). The reported 
5-year survival rate exceeds 70% for patients with 
localized rhabdomyosarcoma (38).

Alveolar Rhabdomyosarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—Alveolar rhabdomyo-
sarcoma represents 15%–20% of all rhabdomyo-
sarcomas and is more common in older children 
and young adults, typically between 10 and 25 
years of age (24).

Clinical Features.—Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma 
manifests as a painless mass of indolent growth, 
as it usually arises in the deep soft tissues of the 
extremities and trunk (23,32).

Histopathologic Findings.—Alveolar rhabdomyo-
sarcoma is a highly cellular tumor with fibrous 
stroma and fibrovascular septa that tends to 
peripheral discohesion with an alveoli-like appear-
ance. The expression of myogenin is typically stron-
ger and more diffuse than in embryonal rhabdo-
myosarcoma (39). Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma has 
consistent translocations, resulting in fusion of a 
transcription factor with the genes PAX3 or PAX7.

There is a well-established algorithm protocol 
for histopathologic diagnosis of alveolar rhabdo-

myosarcoma, which includes a multidisciplinary 
team of radiologists, pathologists, and molecular 
biologists (Fig 7) (40).

Conventional MRI Findings.—Findings are simi-
lar to those in other soft-tissue sarcomas, with 
the lesion being iso- to hyperintense to muscle 
on T1-weighted images and heterogeneously hy-
perintense to muscle on T2-weighted images (Fig 
8) (41,42). Involvement of adjacent bone with 
erosions or subperiosteal new bone formation is 
found in approximately 25% of patients (6,42). 
Alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma typically shows 
muscle and fascial involvement.

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—As with other 
variants of rhabdomyosarcoma, alveolar rhabdo-
myosarcoma shows restricted diffusion, which 
correlates with low ADC. DCE MRI curves 
performed in solid areas correlate with type 
III or IV profiles, whereas curves performed in 
areas of necrosis show a type I profile. Some of 
these tumors may be unresectable, depending on 
the location, and use of DCE MRI and TICs is 
valuable (19,21). As with other tumors, residual 
tumor typically shows type III or IV curve profiles, 
whereas fibrosis may show a type V profile (22).

Treatment.—The survival of children with 
nonmetastatic rhabdomyosarcoma has signifi-
cantly improved in the past few years owing to a 
multimodality therapy approach, which includes 

Figure 5. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma (botryoid 
variant) of the bladder in a 5-year-old girl. (a) Axial 
T1-weighted image shows a multilobulated mass 
(arrows) arising from the right posterolateral wall 
of the bladder and protruding into the bladder lu-
men. The mass (*) is isointense to muscle. (b) Axial 
T2-weighted image shows areas of heterogeneous 
hypointensity (*) and areas of high signal intensity 
(arrow) in the lesion, which may represent solid com-
ponent and necrosis, respectively. (c) Axial contrast-
enhanced fat-suppressed T1-weighted image shows 
heterogeneous enhancement of the mass (*) in as-
sociation with areas that lack enhancement (arrow), 
which are suggestive of necrosis.
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Figure 6. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma (botryoid variant) of the liver in a 3-year-old boy. (a) Axial fat-sup-
pressed T2-weighted image shows a heterogeneously hyperintense liver mass (*) with lobulated margins. The 
lesion involves and expands the common bile duct (CBD) (white arrow) in association with proximal dilatation 
of the biliary tree (black arrow). (b, c) Axial diffusion-weighted image (b) and ADC image (c) show restricted 
diffusion of the mass (*) and of the tumoral component in the CBD (arrow). (d) Left: DCE image shows hetero-
geneous enhancement of the mass (white arrow). The mass also contains areas of necrosis (black arrow). Right: 
The heterogeneous enhancement correlates with a type III or IV TIC profile (white arrow). The areas of necrosis 
correlate with a type I curve profile (black arrow). Blue curve = reference standard of arterial uptake.
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chemotherapy along with surgery and in some 
cases radiation therapy (43,44). The reported 
5-year survival rate exceeds 70% for patients with 
localized rhabdomyosarcoma (45).

The alveolar type has the worst prognosis 
among all rhabdomyosarcomas. Up to 15% of 
patients with alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma have 
metastasis at presentation (6,41,42), and up 
to 79% develop metastasis during the disease 
course, most frequently in the bone, lung, or 
bone marrow (41,45). These metastases have the 
same imaging features as the original tumor.

The differential diagnosis of rhabdomyosar-
coma is broad and varies depending on tumor 
type, location, and size and the age at presen-
tation. In the head and neck, lymphoma and 
leukemia as well as nasopharyngeal carcinoma 
should be considered (6,41). In the retroperito-
neum, the differential diagnosis includes germ 
cell tumors. In the extremities and trunk, the 
differential diagnosis includes other soft-tissue 
sarcomas, such as synovial sarcoma and extraos-
seus Ewing sarcoma (41).

Malignant Peripheral Nerve  
Sheath Tumor

Epidemiologic Features.—MPNST is a rare ma-
lignant tumor, accounting for approximately 2% 
of all soft-tissue sarcomas (2,6,41,46). It arises 
from a peripheral nerve and may manifest in the 

following scenarios: de novo in approximately 
50% of cases, related to NF1 in up to 40% of 
cases (46,47), and secondary to radiation therapy 
in less than 10% of cases (47). Patients with NF1 
have an estimated 13% lifetime risk of developing 
MPNST, mainly arising in a preexisting plexi-
form neurofibroma (46), making the diagnosis 
of MPNST relatively easy to suspect in these 
patients.

MPNST is highly aggressive, with metastasis 
in up to 25% of patients at diagnosis and a ten-
dency to recur locally (46).

Clinical Features.—As with other soft-tissue 
sarcomas, the clinical features depend to a large 
extent on the location of the tumor (2,6,41,42).

Histopathologic Findings.—MPNST is a high-
grade tumor, composed of spindle cells tightly 
packed in a fascicular pattern (48). In NF1, most 
MPNSTs arise in neurofibromas. In these cases, 
they can show areas of transition from neuro-
fibroma, with increased cellularity but without 
malignant features of MPNST. Distinction of 
atypical neurofibroma from MPNST can be dif-
ficult, especially in small biopsy samples. Tumor 
cells in MPNST show focal positivity for S100 
in 50% of cases (49). Patients with NF1 carry 
germline alterations in the NF1 gene (17q11.2), 
which encodes the tumor suppressor protein 
neurofibromin (48).

Figure 7. Algorithm for histopathologic diagnosis of alveolar rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS). eRMS = embryonal 
rhabdomyosarcoma.
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Figure 8. Alveolar rhabdomyosar-
coma in an 11-year-old boy with a 
left thigh mass. (a) Axial fat-sup-
pressed T2-weighted image shows 
a lobulated heterogeneously hyper-
intense lesion (*) with a peripheral 
cystic or necrotic component (ar-
row) involving the biceps femoris 
muscle. (b) DCE image shows dif-
fuse early enhancement of the tu-
mor (black arrow). This finding cor-
relates with a type III or IV TIC pro-
file (white arrow). Blue curve = ref-
erence standard of arterial uptake. 
(c) Axial diffusion-weighted image 
and ADC image show restricted 
diffusion in the mass (*). (d) Axial 
contrast-enhanced fat-suppressed 
T1-weighted image after chemo-
therapy shows significant shrinkage 
of the tumor (*), with persistence 
of heterogeneous enhancement.  
(e) Graphs from volumetric de-
termination of ADC show ADC of 
0.78 3 10−3 mm2/sec with a high 
and sharp ADC histogram before 
treatment (white arrow). ADC after 
2 months of treatment was 1.06 3 
10−3 mm2/sec with a short and wide 
ADC histogram with rightward 
shift (black arrow). There was 50% 
reduction of tumor volume in the 
interval.
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Conventional MRI Findings.—MPNST usually 
manifests as a large mass with ill-defined margins 
and intratumor lobules. It is isointense to muscle 
on T1-weighted images and heterogeneously hy-
perintense on T2-weighted images, typically with 
heterogeneous enhancement (Fig 9) (50,51). 
Some of the MRI features that may help differ-
entiate this tumor from plexiform neurofibroma 
include its large size, disproportionate growth at 
follow-up examinations, peripheral enhancement 
pattern, perilesion edema-like zone, and intratu-
mor necrosis (50–52).

Whole-body MRI is potentially useful to fol-
low up patients with NF1 and to detect malig-
nant transformation (53). If there is suspicion 
of MPNST, further evaluation of the region of 
concern with dedicated MRI is indicated to bet-
ter characterize the tumor.

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—At DWI, 
MPNST typically shows diffusion restriction in 
solid areas, which correlates with type III and 
IV curve profiles at DCE MRI, whereas intratu-
mor necrosis does not show diffusion restriction 
and exhibits a type I curve profile (4,12,21). As 
these tumors tend to recur locally, DCE MRI is 
the modality of choice for detecting recurrence 
by showing the same curve profile as the original 
tumor.

Treatment.—Biopsy is required for MPNST to 
ensure optimal surgical planning. The main goal 

of treatment is curative surgery with the objective 
of achieving wide surgical margins (54). Patients 
with unresectable tumors or excised tumors with 
positive margins undergo chemotherapy with a 
combination of doxorubicin and ifosfamide and 
radiation therapy. Despite this multimodal treat-
ment, the prognosis for MPNST is poor, with a 
5-year survival rate of 23%–69% (54). There is a 
50% rate of local recurrence in the first 2 years 
after treatment (54).

Synovial Sarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—Synovial sarcoma is 
the second most common soft-tissue sarcoma in 
children after rhabdomyosarcoma, affecting girls 
in 50%–70% of cases (55,56). The term synovial 
is misleading, as the tumor does not arise from 
synovium; in fact, less than 5% of these tumors 
arise in a joint or bursa (57,58). Up to 90% of 
synovial sarcomas involve the deep soft tissues 
of the extremities, usually around the knee and 
adjacent to joints or tendon sheaths (56).

Clinical Features.—Synovial sarcoma manifests 
as a slow-growing painless mass usually involving 
the lower extremity around the knee (55).

Histopathologic Findings.—There are two major 
subtypes: biphasic and monophasic spindle 
cell. The biphasic subtype has a combination of 
epithelial and spindle cells. More than 90% of 

Figure 9. MPNST in a 14-year-old boy with NF1.  
(a) Axial T2-weighted image shows a well-defined mass 
in the left mediastinum, which contains hypointense areas 
(white arrow) as well as hyperintense areas (*), the latter 
likely representing necrosis. Note the involvement of the 
adjacent neural foramen with extension of the mass into 
the spinal canal (black arrow). (b) Axial contrast-enhanced 
fat-suppressed T1-weighted image shows intense periph-
eral enhancement of the lesion (white arrow), with internal 
hypointense areas suggestive of necrosis (*). Black arrow = 
extension of the mass into the spinal canal. (c) Photograph 
of the surgical specimen shows an internal yellowish area 
suggestive of necrosis (*), which correlates with the areas 
described at MRI.
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synovial sarcomas, including all histologic sub-
types, show focal expression of epithelial markers 
(59). Synovial sarcoma is characterized by the 
translocation t(X;18)(p11;q11), which is found 
exclusively in this tumor (59).

Conventional MRI Findings.—Synovial sarcoma 
is often a multilobulated mass with heterogeneous 
internal signal intensity on T1- and T2-weighted 
images. It shows inhomogeneous enhancement 
caused by internal necrosis, hemorrhage, calcifica-
tion, and cystic areas (57,58).

Up to 5% of the tumors may manifest at MRI 
as benign-appearing masses, especially when they 
are small, well-defined, and encapsulated, mim-
icking the appearance of popliteal cysts, hemato-
mas, or ganglion cysts (58). Use of intravenous 
contrast material may be useful in these cases by 
showing enhancement of the solid component of 
the tumor.

At MRI, triple signal intensity in a soft-tissue 
mass has been described as a highly suggestive 
sign of synovial sarcoma (60). This is seen on 
non–fat-suppressed T2-weighted images as hyper-
intense, isointense, and hypointense intratumor ar-
eas as compared with fat, which reflect necrosis or 
cystic degeneration (hyperintensity), solid compo-
nent or cellularity (isointensity), and calcification 
or fibrotic bands (hypointensity) (Fig 10) (60).

Calcification is not rare, described in about 
30% of cases. Fluid levels are caused by internal 
necrosis and hemorrhage and are more frequently 
seen in larger tumors (60).

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—DCE MRI 
shows early enhancement of solid areas, correlat-
ing with a type III or IV curve profile (61). Ne-
crotic or cystic degeneration in the tumor exhibits 
a type I curve profile. If a small, well-defined, 
benign-appearing mass, located adjacent to joints, 

Figure 10. Synovial sarcoma 
of the left elbow in a 12-year-old 
girl. (a) Axial T2-weighted image 
shows a multilobulated mass in-
volving the supinator muscle with 
fluid levels (F). The mass shows the 
“triple signal intensity” sign: cys-
tic or necrotic component (white 
arrow), solid component (*), and 
fibrosis or calcification (black ar-
row). B = brachialis tendon, BB = 
biceps brachii, R = radius, U = ulna. 
(b) Left: DCE image shows intense 
enhancement of the tumor (white 
arrow). The lesion also contains ar-
eas of necrosis (black arrow). Right: 
The areas of intense enhancement 
correlate with a type III or IV TIC 
profile (white arrow). The areas 
of necrosis correlate with a type I 
curve profile (black arrow). Blue 
curve = reference standard of arte-
rial uptake.
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tendon sheaths, or bursae, has early enhancement 
at DCE MRI, synovial sarcoma needs to be in-
cluded in the differential diagnosis (58,60). Use of 
DWI, DCE MRI, and TICs in follow-up examina-
tions is highly recommended, as these tumors have 
a high rate of local recurrence. Tumor recurrence 
behaves like the original tumor, showing restricted 
diffusion on ADC maps and a type III or IV curve 
profile at DCE MRI (22).

The differential diagnosis may include other 
soft-tissue sarcomas such as rhabdomyosarcoma 
and extraosseous Ewing sarcoma (6,41,42).

Treatment.—Biopsy is required for appropriate 
treatment planning. Chemotherapy and surgery are 
the mainstays of treatment. If clear margins cannot 
be achieved with surgery, radiation therapy is indi-
cated (62). Up to 25% of patients have metastasis 
at diagnosis, and 50% present with local recurrence 
in the first 2 years after diagnosis (56,62).

Ewing Sarcoma Family Tumors: 
Extraosseous Ewing Sarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—Ewing sarcoma family 
tumors comprise Ewing sarcoma of bone, primi-
tive neuroectodermal tumor (PNET) or peripheral 
neuroepithelioma, extraosseous Ewing sarcoma, 
and Askin tumor (also known as PNET of the 
chest wall) (63).

All of these tumors arise from the same stem cell. 
They have equal gender distribution, and the age 
at presentation ranges from 20 months to 30 years, 
with an average age of 20 years. The mean age is 
higher than that in Ewing sarcoma of bone (64).

The most frequent sites of involvement include 
the lower extremity, paravertebral region, head and 
neck, and pelvis (63). Tumors located adjacent to 
bone may cause cortical erosion and subperiosteal 
new bone formation.

Clinical Features.—These tumors usually manifest 
as a large, solitary, superficial or deep soft-tissue 
mass measuring 5–10 cm at initial presentation. 
As a result of their rapid growth, they tend to be 
locally aggressive and may involve surrounding 
structures. Tumors arising in the paravertebral 
region or spinal canal may manifest as back pain, 
scoliosis, extremity weakness or paresthesia, or 
symptoms of bladder or bowel dysfunction (63).

Histopathologic Findings.—Extraosseous Ew-
ing sarcoma is a small blue round cell tumor that 
displays variable neuroectodermal differentiation 
(64). Combination of CD99 and FLI-1 is the 
method of choice for diagnosis of this tumor (65), 
because Ewing sarcoma expresses characteristi-
cally diffuse and membranous CD99 positivity 

and strong nuclear staining for FLI-1. Nearly 85% 
of Ewing sarcomas demonstrate a chromosomal 
translocation—t(11;22)(q24;q12)—that fuses 
EWSR1 to FLI1 (65).

Conventional MRI Findings.—Extraosseous 
Ewing sarcoma usually manifests as a large 
well-defined soft-tissue mass, with low to inter-
mediate signal intensity on T1-weighted images 
and high signal intensity on T2-weighted images 
(64). It typically has a microcystic appearance on 
T2-weighted images, resembling Ewing sarcoma 
of bone (Fig 11) (64). These tumors frequently 
contain areas of hemorrhage, which may appear 
hypo-, iso-, or hyperintense, depending on their 
time of evolution. Fluid levels due to internal 
hemorrhage may also be present, as well as 
calcifications, which are present in up to 25% of 
patients and are seen as small hypointense foci 
with all sequences (41,42,64).

High-flow vascular channels feeding the tumor 
have been additionally described at MRI. This is 
not a specific finding for extraskeletal Ewing sar-
coma and can be seen in other soft-tissue sarcomas 
such as rhabdomyosarcoma, synovial sarcoma, and 
even high-flow vascular lesions, but its presence in 
the appropriate clinical setting should alert one to 
the diagnosis of Ewing sarcoma (42,64).

After administration of contrast material, 
these tumors often exhibit heterogeneous en-
hancement with internal foci of necrosis that do 
not enhance (64).

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—DWI shows 
restriction owing to the tumor’s high grade of cel-
lularity. Obtaining ADC histograms is a valuable 
tool for assessing tumor response, together with 
DCE MRI, which demonstrates a type III or IV 
curve profile. Residual tumor or local recurrence 
shows the same DCE MRI features as the original 
tumor, as well as the same TICs (22).

Treatment.—Standard treatment is based on a 
combination of neoadjuvant chemotherapy and 
surgery. If wide margins cannot be achieved with 
surgery, radiation therapy is indicated. Recur-
rence occurs in 30% of cases. Specific predictors 
for better survival are younger age and complete 
resection (65).

Infantile Fibrosarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—Fibrosarcoma is an 
exceedingly rare soft-tissue sarcoma that can be 
classified into two categories: infantile (or con-
genital) type and adult type. The infantile type 
has a more favorable clinical course and progno-
sis than the adult type (66,67).
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As implied by its name, infantile fibrosarcoma 
is predominantly seen in children, accounting 
for approximately 5%–10% of all pediatric sar-
comas in the first 5 years of life. The mean age 
of presentation is 3 months, and approximately 
40% are present at birth (68). Boys are more 
frequently affected than girls (66).

The extremities are the main site of involve-
ment, and such tumors have a better prognosis 
and low rate of recurrence compared with tu-
mors arising in the trunk, head and neck, retro-
peritoneum, mesentery, or orbit, which usually 
have a high tendency to metastasize (69).

Clinical Features.—Infantile fibrosarcoma often 
manifests as a painless mass that ranges from 
small to massive with rapidly progressive growth. 
Clinically, the skin color overlying the lesion may 
resemble the discoloration seen with hemangio-
mas (66,67).

Histopathologic Findings.—Infantile fibrosar-
coma shows a morphologic spectrum from highly 
cellular tumor to less cellular areas. It is associ-
ated with a recurrent translocation—t(12;15)
(p13;q25)—that fuses ETV6 to NTRK3, gen-
erating fusion transcripts encoding the ETV6-

Figure 11. Extraosseous Ewing sarcoma of the right thigh in a 9-year-old girl. (a) Coronal T1-weighted image shows 
an ovoid slightly hyperintense mass (*) involving the vastus lateralis of the right quadriceps femoris muscle. Note the 
tortuous high-flow feeding vessels (arrow), a well-recognized finding of extraosseous Ewing sarcoma. (b) Coronal short 
τ inversion-recovery (STIR) image shows a heterogeneously hyperintense intramuscular mass (*) associated with hy-
pointense serpentine high-flow feeding vessels (arrow). (c) Left: DCE image shows intense enhancement of the tumor 
(arrow). Right: This finding correlates with a type III or IV TIC profile (arrow). Blue curve = reference standard of arte-
rial uptake. (d) Photograph of the surgical specimen shows a heterogeneous solid tumor (*) with tiny foci of internal 
hemorrhage (arrow).
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Figure 12. Congenital fibrosar-
coma of the left foot in a 3-month-
old girl. (a) Long-axis fat-sup-
pressed T2-weighted image shows 
an irregular mass (*) with ill-de-
fined margins involving the medial 
aspect of the foot, with invasion of 
the plantar muscles (white arrow). 
The mass has relatively homoge-
neous high signal intensity. The 
tibialis posterior and flexor hallucis 
longus tendons (black arrow) are 
encased by the mass. (b) Short-
axis contrast-enhanced fat-sup-
pressed T1-weighted image shows 
avid enhancement of the mass (*). 
Arrow = encased tendons, T = tibia.

NTRK3 onco protein, which is a potential diag-
nostic marker for infantile fibrosarcoma (70).

Conventional MRI Findings.—Infantile fibro-
sarcoma is hypo- to isointense on T1-weighted 
images and hyperintense on T2-weighted images, 
with heterogeneous enhancement after administra-
tion of contrast material (Fig 12) (69). The tumor 
may involve the underlying bone and show cortical 
thickening, bending deformities, and erosions 
(69,71). Calcifications may be present in 35% 
of cases, appearing as hypointense foci with all 
sequences (69).

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—At DWI, infan-
tile fibrosarcoma usually shows diffusion restric-
tion owing to its high cellularity. DCE MRI shows 
type III or IV curve profiles. In areas where the 
tumor cannot be completely excised, DWI and 
DCE MRI play an important role in assessing for 
tumor response and residual disease.

Treatment.—If the tumor is confined to a specific 
region of the body, the mainstay therapy is surgical 
resection with clear margins. However, when the 
neurovascular bundle is involved or the tumor af-
fects the entire extremity, amputation is indicated.

Compared with other soft-tissue sarcomas, 
infantile fibrosarcoma has a better prognosis, with 
a reported overall survival rate of 90% at 5 years 
(69,71). Although local recurrence is relatively 
common, with a 50% rate in the first 2 years, met-
astatic disease is rare and the long-term survival 
rate is high. The location and extent of disease at 
diagnosis are the most relevant prognostic factors.

Epithelioid Sarcoma

Epidemiologic Features.—Epithelioid sarcoma 
is a rare entity. However, it is the most common 
soft-tissue sarcoma of the hand and wrist in ado-
lescents and young adults up to 35 years of age. 
Males are more frequently affected than females. 
It usually arises from the tendon sheaths of the 
fingers and hands but may also arise in other 
sites, including the musculature (72).

Clinical Features.—Epithelioid sarcoma manifests 
as a slow-growing painless mass, usually involving 
the fingers. When small, it may be mistaken for 
giant cell tumor of the tendon sheath or fibroma 
of the tendon sheath. Larger lesions, frequently 
arising from the tendons and fascial structures, 
may be misdiagnosed as synovial sarcoma or 
fibrosarcoma (41,42).

Histopathologic Findings.—There are two types 
of epithelioid sarcoma: the conventional or classic 
type, which affects mainly the hands and feet, 
and the proximal type, which affects mainly the 
deep truncal soft tissues, more often in older 
people (73).

Tumor cells exhibit immunoreactivity for epithe-
lial markers, especially epithelial membrane antigen 
(EMA). Loss of INI1 expression is characteristic 
(74). Epithelioid sarcoma has alterations in the 
SMARCB1 gene at 22q11, which have been impli-
cated in the pathogenesis of most of these tumors.

Conventional MRI Findings.—Tumors are homo-
geneously isointense to muscle on T1-weighted 
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images and homogeneously hyperintense to mus-
cle on T2-weighted images, with homogeneous 
enhancement after administration of contrast 
material (72) (Fig 13).

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—Epithelioid 
sarcomas are highly cellular tumors and usually 
show restricted diffusion. DCE MRI shows early 
intense enhancement, correlating with a type 
III or IV curve profile, as with other soft-tissue 
sarcomas. As these tumors have a high rate of 
recurrence, use of DWI and DCE MRI after 
tumor excision is mandatory to evaluate for 
recurrence.

Treatment.—Surgery is the mainstay of treat-
ment, followed by radiation therapy if margins 

are affected. Despite the presence of wide surgi-
cal margins, epithelioid sarcoma has a high rate 
of local recurrence with a tendency to metastasize 
to regional lymph nodes (43).

Extrarenal Malignant Rhabdoid Tumor

Epidemiologic Features.—Malignant rhabdoid 
tumor is an aggressive pediatric sarcoma that was 
initially described in the kidneys by Beckwith and 
Palmer (75) in 1978 as an aggressive rhabdomyo-
sarcomatous variant of Wilms tumor. Rhabdoid 
tumor can be divided into renal and extrarenal 
types according to its site of origin.

The extrarenal type of rhabdoid tumor is an 
exceedingly rare and highly malignant tumor with 
median age at presentation of 11 months, but it 

Figure 13. Epithelioid sarcoma involving the subcutaneous soft tissues of the distal second right finger in a 10-year-old boy. (a) Sag-
ittal fat-suppressed T2-weighted image shows a well-defined lobulated mass of homogeneous high signal intensity (*). There is ab-
sence of a cleavage plane between the flexor tendon (arrow) and the mass. (b) Axial contrast-enhanced fat-suppressed T1-weighted 
image shows diffuse intense enhancement of the mass (*), with small internal areas of hypointensity (black arrow) suggestive of 
necrosis. Note the close relation of the mass to the flexor tendon (white arrow). (c) Left: DCE image shows intense enhancement 
of the mass (arrow). Right: This finding correlates with a type III or IV TIC profile (arrow). Blue curve = reference standard of arterial 
uptake. (d) Photograph of the surgical specimen shows a heterogeneous solid tumor (*) with tiny areas of necrosis (white arrow) and 
hemorrhage (black arrow). T = tendon.
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may manifest in early infancy or late childhood 
(76,77). It most frequently arises in the central 
nervous system, where it is also called atypical tera-
toid/rhabdoid tumor (78). It can also occur in the 
soft tissues of the trunk and mediastinum (76,77).

Unlike with rhabdoid tumor involving the cen-
tral nervous system, there is scarce literature on 
soft-tissue rhabdoid tumor. Most of the available 
descriptions are based on case reports, except for 
a series of nine well-documented cases described 
by Garcés-Iñigo et al (78).

Clinical Features.—As with other soft-tissue 
sarcomas, the clinical manifestation varies de-
pending on the site of origin. Owing to its rapid 
growth, it may manifest as signs of compression 
of the surrounding structures (76).

Histopathologic Findings.—The most character-
istic appearance is the presence of rhabdoid cells 

with large eccentric nuclei, prominent nucleoli, and 
abundant cytoplasm (79). Rhabdoid tumor com-
monly exhibits necrosis, prominent vascularization, 
and high mitotic activity. INI1 expression is charac-
teristically lost in extrarenal rhabdoid tumors and 
is a sensitive marker for these tumors (79).

Conventional MRI Findings.—Extrarenal ma-
lignant rhabdoid tumor often manifests as a 
large heterogeneous mass, hypo- to isointense 
to muscle on T1-weighted images and heteroge-
neously hyperintense to muscle on T2-weighted 
images. In some cases, it may have a cystic 
central component due to necrosis, reflecting its 
rapid growth (Fig 14) (78).

Multiparametric MRI Findings.—At DWI, solid 
areas show diffusion restriction. At DCE MRI, 
the tumor shows solid areas of avid heteroge-
neous enhancement that correlate with a type 

Figure 14. Extrarenal rhabdoid tumor in a newborn. (a) Sagittal T2-weighted image shows a large mass involving the subcutaneous 
fat at the posterior aspect of the neck. There is a peripheral lobulated hyperintense component (arrows) and an internal hypointense 
area (*) that may reflect chronic hemorrhage. (b, c) Axial diffusion-weighted (b) and ADC (c) images show restricted diffusion in the 
peripheral solid component (arrows). * in b = central component. (d) Graph from volumetric determination shows that the ADC of 
the solid component is 0.6 3 10−3 mm2/sec with a high and sharp ADC histogram. (e) Axial contrast-enhanced fat-suppressed T1-
weighted image shows intense peripheral enhancement of the mass (arrows) with no enhancement of the more central component 
(*), which owing to its low signal intensity on the T2-weighted image likely represents hemorrhage.
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III or IV curve profile and areas of low signal 
intensity corresponding to necrosis, which cor-
relate with a type I curve profile. The tumor 
can be locally aggressive, invading surrounding 
structures (78).

Treatment.—Treatment includes radiation 
therapy in all patients after a combination of 
chemotherapy and surgery, depending on the 
location of the tumor. However, the prognosis is 
poor, and the survival rate at 5 years is less than 
50% regardless of the therapy used (76).

Conclusion
Use of conventional MRI together with multi-
parametric MRI techniques provides additional 
data for detection, characterization, and staging 
of soft-tissue sarcomas and for follow-up during 
and after treatment. Advanced multiparametric 
MRI may have prognostic value in predicting 
patient response to preoperative neoadjuvant 
treatment and also in evaluating residual disease 
after surgery.

Rhabdomyosarcoma is the most frequent 
soft-tissue sarcoma in children, with the em-
bryonal type being the most prevalent and with 
a better prognosis. MPNST often manifests as 
peripheral nodular enhancement and intratumor 
necrosis, which are not typical in neurofibromas. 
Synovial sarcoma is the second most com-
mon soft-tissue sarcoma in children and may 
demonstrate the triple signal intensity sign on 
T2-weighted images, which is highly suggestive 
of this entity. Extraosseous Ewing sarcoma may 
exhibit high-flow feeding vessels, although this 
finding is not specific.

As a general rule, soft-tissue sarcomas usually 
manifest with restricted diffusion and a type III 
or IV curve profile. In the presence of internal 
necrosis and cystic component, the associated 
curve profile is type I. Fibrosis and granulation 
tissue usually display a type V curve profile.
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